You're Not "Doing It Wrong"!

Interesting Facts about the Norse Tradition you never knew

• Did you know that •

Our Norse Ancestors had no concept of OFF personal experiences of the Gods were not only accepted, they were expected!

The Ælkva and Ælska which we look to today were not used as "Scripture" by the Ancient Norse because they weren't even written down until the 9th century!

The word Heathen is sourced from Old Norse Heidir
And it means "like the one who was bright and clear", or "like Heidir". "The original" Heidir was Galivsi, a Norse Witch and most likely also an aspect of Freyja.

Norse Witch
Reclaiming the Heidirrin Heart by Gudula Freyja
You're NOT doing it wrong! You're just doing it different! Reclaim your Heidirrin Heart on a journey down a spiritual path, shimering with the mythical colors of the Northern Lights. Buy it at Amazon! Or REQUEST it at a bookstore near you!

facebook.com/laconography
michellelaconography.com
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